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A. Introduction: The Usefulness of Models

A model, though the term has certain rigorous meanings in

philosophical analyais, can profitably be thought of as an earl-r

approximation to a theory. It has a number of requirements in

common with theory: consistenc "> conciseness, and comprehensive-

ness. Both should be evaluated not so much on their elegance as

on their fruitfulness. Does a model, this one or any other, spark

questions, discussions, speculations, experiments,. trial-and-error

activities? If it does, it is a good enough piece of work to jus-

tify its creation. If it does not, it must be considered a poor

piece of work--regardless of its elegance, comprehensiveness or

originality.

It is far to ask at the outset whether a model purporting

to be merely descriptive can be fruitful. It must be said that this

attempt to spell out a descriptive model necessarily results in a

model for the "process" component of teacher education. A process

model is by intention only one portion of a fully extrapolated model

or theory. There is a clear necessity to add a model or models for

the substantive or content component of teacher education. In theory-

building, even in the hard sciences, it is frequently necessary to

place several limited models side-by-side in order to explain a com-

plex phenomenon. (This is known as "complementarity," and it is a

legitimate enterprise in any science.)

One could give a caustic answer to the question of fruitful-

ness by pointing out that most of the major prescriptive models (i.e.

curriculum proposals) sit on library shelves as models of originality

and irrelevance. One noticeable exception is the proposal entitled,
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"Professional Teacher Education: A Programed Design Developed by the

AACTE Teacher Education and Media Project," Washington, D.C.: American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1968. This is a substan-

tive model, and could fruitfully be examined as a complement to the

process model described in this paper.

Additionally, it might be said that the main purpose of any

model, over and beyond the value it may have as a summarizer of past

experiences, is that it should serve us in the future. Even a descrip-

tive model makes it possible to generate rational, systematic decisions,

provided only that the model-user is willing to attach his values.

Examples of how this works will be provided.

Finally, a brief note is in order on the matter of comprehen-

siveness. There are at least four dimensions to the professional

preparation of a teacher, though these do not receive anything approach-

ing equal attention in preparation programs. These can be called the

instructional dimension, the personal dimension, the professional dimen-

sion, and the community involvement dimension. This model was developed

primarily around the instructional dimension--the preparation of a

teacher as instructor. It will be shown at the end of this paper,

however, that the model is complehEnsive enough to fit the other three

dimensions as easily as it fits the instructional.

5
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B. BASIC MODEL: DESCRIPTION

1. A Preview. Fix in your mind, if you will, an autonomous classroom

teacher at one end and an undergraduate student beginning a teacher

education program at the other end. Now, ask yourself this question:

What are the logical steps in a progression from the classroom -bound

student in teacher education to the autonomous teacher with a college

degree?

The model described in this paper identifies five intermediate

levels in a progression and general types of activities that corres-

pond to each level. The seven levels listed below constitute a

rationally deduced progression based on the concept of involvement.

Table I: Seven Levels of Involvement (Brief Form)

I. CLASSROOM SETTINGS (COMPREHENSION-RECEPTION)
II. EXTENDED CLASSROOM SETTINGS (EXTRAPOLATIONS)

III. CONTRIVED SETTINGS
IV. REAL SETTINGS: STRICTLY CONTROLLED
V. REAL SETTINGS: PARTIALLY CONTROLLED

VI. REAL SETTINGS: LOOSELY CONTROLLED
VII. REAL SETTINGS: AUTONOMOUS

2. Underlying Notions. The basic notion underlying this model is quite

close to that of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Affective

Domain (David Krathwohl et al., NY: David McKay, 1964). The notion

is that of progressively greater personal involvement. As is true

of both the affective and cognitive taxonomies, this model consti-

tutes an attempt to create a hierarchy, though the hierarchy resem-

bles that of the affective taxonomy more closely. By way of illus-

tration it is theoretically impossible to work at level four in

the cognitive taxonomy without having worked at levels one, two,

and three. The same is not true of either the affective taxonomy

6
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or this model. In both cases a person can operate at a high level

of involvement without having passed through the preceding levels.

A less rigorous, but perhaps more communicable approach is to

say that the underlying notions are realism and control. As one

progresses through the levels, one moves from totally contrived

settings to totally real settings, exposing more and more of "self"

in doing so. At the same time, control by trainers and super-

visors decreases from the total control of Level I to the absence

of control in Level VII. This progression also exposes more end

more of "self".

It is not accidental that the levels as given are seen to be

compatible with, though obviously extrapolations of, the work on

"perceived threat" of the humanistic people and the work on suc-

cessive approximations of the behavioral objectives educators. A

descriptive theory model would be obliged to be compatible with

both.

We can question seriously the advisability of providing

opportunities "or high-level involvement unless a systematic

design exists for progression through the lower levels. It takes

no stretching of the imagination to accept this point of view for

the affective taxonomy. To the extent that this model is analo-

gous to the affective taxonomy, it is logical to make the same

statement about it.

3. The Model in Detail. It will be helpful to look at the seven

levels of involvement in more detail. This will be done by repeat-

ing the basic model with words to describe each of the levels and

with representative activities as illustrations of each level.
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Table 2: SEVEN LEVELS OF INVOLVEMENT (Detailed)

I. CLASSROOM SETTINGS

Typical Classroom and Classroom-Related Activities of the Compre-
hension-Reception Type

l3cture

reading
discussion
previewing

II. EXTENDED CLASSROOM SETTINGS (Extrapolation)
Low Level Applications of Classroom Materials

protocol materials (e.g. classroom interaction seoiences with
an interaction analysis system)
other training materials (e.g. "Critical Moments" films from

Indiana University)
observations in classrooms (e.g.coding classroom interaction,

analysis of teacher's reinforcement structure, analysis of
teacher's planning skills)

written problems (e.g. bunks Jf teaching problems)

III. CONTRIVED SETTINGS
High Level Application of Classroom Material in Approximations to
Real Settings

role playing
simulation
simulation games

IV. REAL SETTINGS: STRICTLY CONTROLLED*
College Student Engaged in Real Teaching Activities of Highly
Structured Nature or Diminished Size

micro-teaching
tutoring
student aide work: teaching a single lesson
student aide work: teaching a series of controlled lessons
student aide work: working with one student or small group

V. REAL SETTINGS: PARTIALLY CONTROLLED
College Student Engaged as Teacher in Full Classroom Setting with
Designated Supervisor(s) Normally Present

traditional student teaching activity
practice teaching activity

VI. REAL SETTINGS: LOOSELY CONTROLLED
College Students Engaged as Paid Teacher with Designated Supervisor
Not Normally Present

internship
internship with team teaching

VII. REAL SETTINGS: AUTONOMOUS
Former College Student Engaged as Paid Teacher with Ultimate Respon-

sibility for Classroom
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fulltime teacher: self-contained classroom
fulltime teacher: team teaching situation

*These situations can be at peer level or at superior-subordinate level,
as log as they are real and not role playing activities

4. Some Necessary Comments. Some of the questions and speculations

to be made in part C of this paper will have been intuited already

by the canny reader. At this time it is necessary to add only a

few comments of a descriptive natt.re.

a) The seven levels are comprehensive in that Lhcy include the vast

battery of activities and training techniques commonly used by

the profession at large, though probably infrequently used in

any one program;

b) The sevn,i levels constitute a concise model, since the activities

don overlap for an! level nor have any activity-types been

included which are new or esoteric;

c) The order the levels seems correct on several bases. Though

low-level applications, level two, may sometimes be more complex

intellectually than micro-teaching activities, the latter is

considerably more real and potentially threatening. Further, it

requires more of "self". The same is true of role playing as

compared to micro-teaching; the latter is more real and more

personally involving.

d) The concept of "protocol materials" is shown only as a second

level entry. Even though protocol materials have formed the

basis for simulation materials, as in Cruickshank's "Teaching

Problems Laboratory," they require a lower level of personal

9
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involvement than the role playing or simulation activities. (It

seems unnecessary to comment on the proposal of some teacher

educators that protocol materials can form the major focus of

teacher preparation. See the discussion on protocol materials

in B. Othanel Smith) et al, Teachers for the Real World, Washing-

ton, D.C.: AACTE, 1969.)

e) It will be noted that internship is listed as an activity dif-

ferent in involvement than traditional student teaching. Though

this is perhaps no shock to those familiar with internships, it

should be remarked that internships and student teaching are

frequently used as if they were equivalent activities.

10
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C. USING THIS MODEL: INFERENCES, QUESTIONS AND SPECULATIONS

1. An Overview. Earlier it was stated that a model should not only

summarize but be of use to us in the future. In order to consider

the matter of usefulness in the following section, it will some-

times be necessary to assume the validity of the model. On the

other hand, some of the questions to be asked will not assume

validity of the model, but will in fact suggest ways in which

validity can be tested.

Only one additional comment must be made on the model as a

summarizer of our experience, and it is in the nature of a cau-

tionary note. In order for a model to be useful to the persons

for whom it is intended it must touch their experience in many

places. The danger is that in touching the experiences of people,

it misleads them into thinking that the proposed model is in fact

nothing more than a summarizer of their own experiences. In many

ways the model described earlie4 and some of the applications of

it to the other dimensions of professional education to be dis-

cussed later, touch the experience of many in teacher education.

It will be shown that some of the activities which teacher educa-

tors have long held to be valuable are in fact valuable, though

it is unlikely that the reasoning here will match that used in the

past.

In some ways, then this model represents a summary of the

experiences and intuitions of many teacher educators, though it

is maintained that the questions which it raises and the inferences

which can be made from it constitute a different model than one finds

11
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in experience.

The model would seem to be particularly useful in three areas.

Each of these areas will first be named briefly, and then presented

in some detail.

a) The model provides language for describing the usefulness of

existing instructional materials -- uses which the creators

envisioned and uses which others can create for them. Beyond the

matter of describing, the model allows us to suggest improve-

ments in the prospective use of materials.

b) The model serves as yet another way to evaluate teacher education

programs by asking questiont about strategy, sequence, and use of

time. If one were to attempt to implement this model at some

time in the future, the model itself would serve as the basis

for monitoring one's implementation.

c) Of considerable importance the model suggests the basis for

contracting with public school systems in the area of professional

field experiences. No one questions that this area will become

a matter for serious negotiations between colleges and public

schools in the near future.

2. Analyzing The Usefulness of Instructional Materials. At this point

it will be helpful to examine some existing instructional materials

to show how this model can be used as an analytical instrument.

(Certain materials in the area of human relations training are

analyzed in Part D of this paper.) Currently two inservice programs,

called "Mini-Courses," are available from Far West Laboratory for

Educational Research and Development. The mini-courses, particularly

the one called "Effective Questioning-Elementary Level," can be

12
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described as an all-purpose training package. Even a cursory exami-

nation of this mini-course reveals that materials are designed to

emphasize Levels I, II, and IV of the model. A fair question to

ask is whether the skipping of materials at Level III constitutes

a critical omission. It would seem to be yet another example of

the long mythology in teacher training which has overvalued real

experience and undervalued the use of contrived materials sequential

training.

A careful analysis of the mini-course materials supports the

speculation just raised. Clearly the two emphases in the mini-

course on questioning are -,evels i and IV. The other training

level (Level II, low-level applications) is also skimped. This

gap has been essentially filled in the second mini-course which

focuses on the cognitive taxonomy ("Thought Questions in the Inter-

mediate Grades, 4-8").

It is not a fair criticism of this judgment to reply that

mini-course materials do in fact improve teacher behavior whether

they are fit a training model or not. In a properly executed

training sequence, an autonomous teacher should not be engaged

in a program to remove such simple skill deficiencies, but rather

in programs to sharpen skills which have been under-used. Hence,

the value of the mini-course materials would appear to be that

they remediateaprevious training program which was inadequate.

The "Teaching Problems Laboratory," produced by Donald

Cruickshank and marketed by Science Research Associates, stands

up well to such an analysis. The levels emphasized by this program

13



are I, II and III. A considerable amount of training material and

suggestions for activities are provided for three levels. A user

of this program would be on safe ground in designing Level IV activ-

ities to accompany a number of topics presented in the "laboratory ".

Finally, an analysis of the popular in-service package* by

Ben M. Harris and others reveals both strength and potential weak-

ness. The strength lies in the careful attention to Levels I and

II, making this package exceptionally useful at those levels. The

weakness, or at least potential weakness, lies in making the assump-

tion that this is a complete instructional package. A few role

playing activities are alluded to, but there is no significant

attention to Levels III or IV or V. Clearly someone must do the

work of designing the continuation of this sequence, if the model

presented here is to serve as guide.

3. Asking, Questions of Strategy, Sequence and Time. If we can for a

moment assume the validity of this model, it suggests several

major strategies for implementation that are sufficiently different

to merit comment.

a) Strategy. The first strategy can metaphorically be called the

graduation path. To the extent that teacher education has in

the past had any sort of training design, this is it. In using

the graduation path, one would start students at Level I in the

professional program and eventually graduate from that level.

They would move to Level II, spend "sufficient" time there to

achieve the objectives, and ultimately be tested out. By this

*Ben M. Harris and Wailand Bessent, Inservice Education: A Guide to
Better Practice, Prentice-Hall, 1969; accompanying workbook, Materials
for Laboratory Sessions, by Harris, Bessent and K.E, McIntyre.

14



process of graduation, they would eventually reach student teach-

ing, an internship, and full autonomy as a teacher. One obvious

implication is that the bulk of the classroom-type learning is

accomplished before one moves into the practice settings of simu-

lation, micro-teaching, and practice teaching. It is of course

possible to accept the notion of testing out at various levels

without accepting the strategy as described above.

A second strategy can be referred to as the parallel-paths

strategy. In this case each segment of the teacher education

program would require a student to engage in activities at two,

three, or more levels in the model. This strategy is the oppo-

site of the traditional inversion which we know so well, where

the payoff in real experience is postponed until the end of the

program.

This strategy suggests that students will not be confined

to the Comprehension-Reception Level even in their first contact

with teacher education, even if that first contact is a "hard

content" course. It suggests that a student would at least be

involved in some low-level applications of classroom materials.

This second level can be managed in a controlled-laboratory

setting as a portion of such courses.

Some would argue that there is no reason to stop short of

Level III in any teacher education course. Apcarently a number

of teacher education programs do this sort of thing, or at least

their program descriptions imply it. Others raise the question

whether any course or any unit is fully developed if it does

15
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not include activities at all of the first five levels. Regard-

less of the decision made on this matter, the model should be

helpful in making a series of decisions on sequence and content

selection.

b) Sequence. These comments bring us to the concept of sequence,

and it is appropriate at this point to look closely at Levels II,

III, and IV. If the model is valid, a student should have exper-

ience at Level II before moving to Level III, experience at Level

III before moving to Level IV, and experience at Level IV before

moving to Level V (the student teaching experience).

When it is stated that a student should have had "experience"

at some level, we cannot beg the question of what experience and

how much of it. There would seem to be only one way to answer

those questions. It will be necessary to design sets of perfor-

mance objectives for each of the levels, with the notion that a

student will move from one level to the next when he has demon-

strated mastery of the objectives set for the lower level. The

compilation or creation of such sets of objectives is a task

long overdue, and one to which we can all profitably put our

hands. As a beginning activity, it might be useful to scale the

hundreds of objectives developed by the faculty at Michigan State

University for its model elementary education program. ('Behavioral

Science Elementary Teacher Education Program': Lansing: Michigan

State University, 1968. The complete report is available through

E.R.I.C. as ED 027-285-6-7.)

The role of objectives is particularly important as we begin

to design activities at Level III, the level of contrived settings.

16



It is likely that most of us are weak in Level III, except for

some attempts at role-playing. Yet, writing performance objec-

tives for activities at Level III presents no undue difficulty,

certainly no more difficulty than preparing objectives for stu-

dent teaching, a task to which many have put their hands.

As for Level IV, it is probably becoming common for teacher

educators to bring students to that level in a number of different

courses. A number of programs bring them to Level IV in the

sophomore year with a tutoring activity, in the junior year with

a student aide activity, and in the senior year with a micro-

teaching activity.

Reflecting on sequence from a critical stance, the model

suggests that expensive field experiences such as student teaching

and micro-teaching may be economically unsound and academically

inappropriate unless they are preceded by a sufficient number of

activities at Levels II and III. Though teacher education may be

weakest in activities at Level III, it is difficult to question

the rational existence of Level III as the bridge between low-

level applications of classroom material and practice in a real

setting. One reasonable speculation is that some ol the money

now being spent on student teaching and even micro-teaching can

be more properly uE2d in creating practice activities at Level

III.

c) The Existence of Level III and IV. We can summarize the material

on sequence by asking the question, "Are Levels III and IV actual

and important steps between the classroom-type activities of Levels

17
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I and II and the total settings of Levels V and VI?" Two kinds of

answers are indicated. An examination of the objectives set for

student teaching by a number of colleges suggests a complete lack

of realism in what can be expected from an activity as unorganized

and context-embedded as student teaching. Apparent.ly teacher

educators expect students to achieve many competencies in student

teaching which should have been achieved before a student even

begins to practice in a partially controlled real setting. Further,

the examination reveals that teacher educators expect student

teachers to achieve a whole battery of competencies which could

not, even in principle, be achieved in a real setting with partial

controls. If this is left-handed evidence for the existence and

importance of Levels III and IV, so be it.

Another answer to the question of the existence and impor-

tance of Levels III and IV comes to us from our own recent history.

If one or bath of these levels is unnecessary, we have been led

into a great deal of worry and expense by a bunch of quacks who

have designed materials and activities that are post-classroom

but pre-student teaching..

d) Time and a Third Strategy. Finally, it seems proper to ask some

questions about the use of time and to suggest that the whole

temporal area be tested. For example, how much time would be

needed at Level V, student teaching, if a series of sequential

objectives have been met for Levels I through IV? It is entirely

possible that less time need be required at Level V, perhaps

saving enough money and student time to bring Levels III and IV

up to full strength. Similar questions must be asked about the

18
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time allocations for other levels, particularly I and VI.

Aautner question about time constitutes yet a third major

strategy, one which can be called the sink or swim strategy. This

strategy suggests that a student be put in at one of the,higher

levels of involvement in order that an assessment can be made of

his capability. The implication is that the amount of time to be

spent in the training sequence would be determined on the basis

of the person's performance at the try-out level, whatever level

that might be. The assumption underlying this strategy is that

both the timing and the sequence will differ for different students.

Though there is considerable logic this point of view, it should

be seen as a concept of sequence other than that used before in

this description.

4. Contractual Arrangements with Public Schools. Perhaps the best and

briefest way to state what is meant here is by using a specific exam-

ple. It is not unknown for public school teachers to put student

aides to work teaching on a substitute or nearly fulltime basis in

their classrooms. Overlooking for the moment the ethics of this

action, the model suggests that it is academically unsound. The

model suggests that all of the teaching done by student aides and

much of the teaching done by student teachers be controlled rather

carefully--as in a practice teaching arrangement.

The model suggests that teacher educators create a clear and

manageable set of objectives for each of the levels described above, and

that these objectives be accepted in thorough negotiations with pub-

lic school people. It would be even better if the objectives were

19
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jointly designed. Since this seems so plausible it is necessary to

look more closely at the seriousness of this proposal. Level IV,

for example, requires that college students teach lessons in real

classrooms under strict control. Before this can be done, however,

it seems obvious that a contract be negotiated which guarantees that

the college student will have this right and responsibility. The

fifth level, student teaching, would also have a negotiated contract

guaranteeing the classroom teacher and the college student that

certain activities would be performed and certain competencies would

be demonstrated. This is a long step from our current student teach-

ing practices, even from those programs in which school people accord

a considerable amount of freedom to the student teacher.

20
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D. EXTENDING THE MODEL TO OTHER PROFESSIONAL DIMENSIONS.

1. Personal Dimension. It might be salutary to move from the instruc-

tional dimension to see some of these speculations in the personal

dimension, i.e. the development of a teacher as a self - actualizing

person. The first implication is that many of the so-called sensi-

tivity experiences are ill-conceived and improperly placed. There

would seem to be no justification for beginning with high involve-

ment activities--total immersion rr,rely constitutes a proper start-

ing point. A second implication is that there would appear to be

a proper place for many existing materials and ideas.

For example, let us consider a beginners' book in ,ancounter,

The Shared tourney: An Introduction to Encounter by Terry O'Banion

and April O'Connell (Prentice-Hall, 1970). The book itself can

serve the essential function of Level I--comprehension through reading

and discussion. The activities suggested in the book are set at

Level IV, though a skilled leader could arrange Level III "practice"

activities before and during the "real" activities at Level IV. Not

much provision seems to be made here for Level II activities, though

some of the dialogs printed in the book could be used as protocol

materials. Some filmed or taped exercises would seem to be needed,

as would more Level_ I materials. Clearly, we should be asking com-

mercial publishers to supply more of the Level II materials for this

dimension, as indeed tot all dimensions of professional preparation.

Actively engaging in an "encountering" experience is real, though

it can be structured and controlled. It need not be a peer experience,

though commonly they are. The same point may be made here that was



made about the instructional dimension. As long as one is not

Ilplaying oart" it is a Level IV activity.

Brief mention should be made of the human relations training

materials distributc:1 by the Human Development Institute, Atlanta,

Georgia. An analysis of their course for small groups, "Basic Iner-

personal Relations," suggests that it can profitably be used for

Levels I, II, and III of the personal dimension. Some groups do

get to Level IV while using these materials, though the materials are

not designed for that level, and perhaps groups should be guarded

against using them in that way.

Experience with the HDI materials suggests that some people fail

to see the 'relevance or need for Levels I, II, and III. It would

be interesting to study those teachers or teacher candidates who

resist training in the personal dimension at the lower levels. Perhaps

operational means can be found to correlate such attitudes with atti-

tudes towards training in the instructional dimension.

2. Professional Dimension. There is also the dimension of professional

development, i.e. the development of a teacher as a member of a pro-

fession. In this dimension there is a critical need for objectives

to suggest which competencies are to be developed. From the objec-

tives will f'ow protocol materials and suggested activities at the

various levels. Without a clear picture of our own expectations in

this dimension, we are to some extent shooting in the dark in suggesting

activities at the various levels of involvement. However, Level IV

would seem to require a context such as SNEA, Kappa Delta PI, the stu-

dent-affiliated AFT group or other junior professional groups. The

requirements of Level IV are realism and control, so junior groups

would seem to be a promising lead.

2
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Similarly at Level V we have a natural setting--student

teaching. The question remains--"What are the objectives in

Professional Development to be met at this level?" Passive atten-

dance at faculty meetings and PTA groups would seem to be inadequate

successors to the vital though controlled settings of junior profes-

sional clubs.

In this dimension the development of protocol materials and

simulation materials present no insuperable intellectual problems.

There are a f;tw simulation materials already available, such as the

two "Teaching Problems Laboratory" kits which D.R. Cruickshank pro-

duced for Science Research Associates. A variety of role playing

activities for this dimension is described in a 1970 publication of

the American Institute of Biological Sciences, "Role Playing and

Teacher Education." Filmed activities, both training and protocol

films, are technologically possible, and in a few cases commercially

available.

3. Community Involvement Dimension. In the community involvement dimen-

sion (i.e. the professional teacher as liaison with the community)

we may find the stuff from which objectives are made in the exper-

ience of the Triple T Projects. Again Levels I, II, and III

present no formidable hurdles, except perhaps expense. Level V

would again seem to have the student teaching setting as a locus.

Teacher Corps, VISTA and Triple T have piled up experience that

should be instructive to us. In this dimension the objectives may

well present some political problems; there will certainly be some

value-conflict problems. Without a set of objectives, however, we

are caught up in slogans which cry the need for community-related
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activities without specifying to which particular ends they contri-

bute.

Level IV--again the problem of objectives! For real activities

in controlled settings there are some existing groups and physical

facilities. Scouting programs, Neighborhood Youth programs, recrea-

tion facilities, museums, Big Brother programs offer possibilities

as settings in which Level IV objectives can be met. It is ironic

that in this case, as in others described earlier, the mythology of

teacher education has long set value on such activities but the

value has been yet another example of well-wishing without rationale

or design.
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A HUMAN AP "ROACH TO TEACHER EDUCATION

The recent increase in dissent among students in schools at all levels

should provide a stimulus for those charged with program development at teacher

training institutions to re-evaluate their efforts. Students are claiming that

they are bored with school and feel that they are lust "putting in time". They

claim they are getting tired of "waiting" each day for an exciting class so that

they can just get through the day. These claims should force those responsible

for program development in teacher training institutions to ask some relevant

questions: (1) To what extent are they training teachers to stifle curious,

knowledgeable and thoughtful students? (2) To what extent are teachers being

trained to turn out students who are mass producers of rote learning? (3) To

what extent are teachers being trained to become totalitarians in the classroom?

(4) To what extent is today's teacher training obsolete for today's youth? If

those responsible for teacher training institutions realistically evaluate them-

selves in light of these questions, they should come to the conclusion that there

is a drastic need for reform in their teacher training practices. It is our belief

that the major problem underlying the above questions is related to the way teacher

training institutions have neglected "human" kinds of learning experiences for

prospective teachers. That is, teacher training institutions have failed to recog-

nize that teaching is primarily concerned with human beings interacting with other

human beings in a very human process.

The role of teachers as answer-giver or cultural transmitter is not

relevant for today's youth. The renaissance concept of a teacher must be changed

to meet the needs of today's youth who are becoming more human without the help of

their teachers. Many teacher training institutions are producing humanly illiterate
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teachers who are not able to cope with a rising generation of youth atuned to

human encounters. A new teacher who is human and real needs to be born in our

teacher training institutions. This human teacher is not one who is versed in

the mechanistic philosophy of teaching but is an individual who can integrate the

skills of teaching into his life style and can help students grow not only intel-

lectually but also as human beings. Most important, this human teacher must be

an adequate person who is able to facilitate the learning of other human beings.

He must help today's youth discover for themselves their human potential in order

that they may actualize this potential in our schools.

In our proposal for humanizing teacher education, we have designed

learning experiences modules which are related to sensitizing the prospective

teacher to human and personality developmnnt by techniques of group processes and

counseling and human encounter experiences with community, youngsters a.d peers.

That is, the traditional lock-step teacher preparation program of courses, credit

hours, scheduling, and exams will be eliminated in our proposal for humanizing

teacher education so that the prospective teacher can take major responsibility for

his learning according to a human based program. This human program consists of

three blocks of learning experiences, (1) Human Encounter with Self, Community,

am. (oungster, (2) Human Encounter with Basic Teaching Skills, and (3) Human

Encounter with Real Teaching, which have major learning experience modules and sub-

modules attached to them with built-up cognitive and affective specifications.

After successful completion of a major learning experience module and its sub-

modules the prospective teacher is allowed to move to another major module of

learning experience. These three blocks of learning experiences are held together

by a common learning experience module designed to develop and promote Personal and

Teacher Growth (M"1"). This module is the core of our approach to humanizing

teacher education. It is hoped that this will help the prospective teacher develop
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his values, feelings, and perceptions through involvement in weekly human

encounter groups which will last until he completes his teacher preparation

program. He will be assigned to a human encounter group of fifteen members

with a permanent professor of teacher education as its leader.

This type of group structure should give the prospective teacher a

chance to establish friendly and innate relations with a professor. The pros-

pective teacher will be able to discuss with this person a plan for working and

evaluating his progress for different learning experience modules. For example,

if a prospective teacher feels he can best accomplish the performance specifi-

cations of a certain learning experience module by working in his community, he

will then be given the opportunity to proceed in this direction. Thus, the

prospective teacher's human encounter group will at different phases of the pro-

gram be involved in activities such as breaking down into smaller groups and

attacking a community problem or having certain members working independently on

a community problem. Specifically, the needs of the group and its members will

direct the activities for certain learning experience modules. Members of each

human encounter group will be composed of prospective elementary and secondary

teachers at different levels of learning. This wide difference of learning should

give members who are far along in their programs an opportunity to help the new

members who are just entering the program. On the other hand, the new members

could have an effect on the older members in regards to re-examining their con-

cepts they have about teaching.

This common module, as outlined above, will give prospective teachers

and faculty members of teacher education an opportunity to improve their sensi-

tivity to each other while also improving their interpersonal communication skills.

Also, it should be noted here, that not all professors in teacher education would
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be able to cope with this type of human encounter experience. They will have to

be trained in counseling and human potential tehcniques. Thus, it seems that only

those professors of teacher education who are real, who are able to shed the

embarrassment of expressing feelings such as love, joy and anger, and who are able

to get "inside the skin" of other persons and see the world from their eyes, will

be able to work in this type of program.

Basically, this humanist teacher education program is based on the

following four principles; (1) Prospective teachers will be given the oppor-

tunity to progress at different speeds; (2) Prospective teachers will have learn-

ing experiences which will be provided in accordance to their human potential;

(3) Prospective teachers will evaluate their own progress throughout their teacher

preparation program and (4) Prospective teachers will be given opportunities to

examine themselves and the influence they have on their professors, youngsters,

and peers.

It is hoped these principles underlying the program will give prospective

teachers good models for their own learning and thus eliminate the violation of

principles we constantly preach in education courses and teacher preparation pro-

grams. In the following sections, we will discuss the rationale for each block

of learning experiences within the proposed humanistic education program.

First Block of Learning Experiences
(Human Encounter with Self, Community, and Youngsters)

This block of learning experiences can be divided into three major

learning experiences modules; Human Growth of Self, Social Foundations of Con-

temporary Problems in Education, and Psycholosjcal Growth of Persons. The bat,;c

rationale for the learning experience modules in this first block of experience is

to develop an awareness of self for prospective teachers. Only after he has had a

true experience of self and has attached a personal meaning to many different
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experiences will he be able to grow as a human being and encounter human beings

in the classroom. In order to help the prospective teacher achieve a sense of

self we have designed a learning experience module--Human Growth of Self in this

first block of learning experiences to consist of human encounter experiences

where the prospective teacher may examine the feelings, values, and perceptions

of significant others in relation to his own feelings, values, and perception.

This human encounter experience should give the prospective teacher the basic

skills necessary for encountering himself. Once the prospective teacher has

looked inwardly, he will be able to compare the realities of his values, needs,

and perceptions with those of today's community and youth. This will take place

in learning experience modules, Social Foundations of Contemporary Problems in

Education and Psychological and Personality Growth of Persons. That is, the

prospective teacher will be assigned to some community agency such as a settle-

ment house, a recreational camp, an ecology project, a health agency, or a wel-

fare agency. Integrated within these field experiences will be direct supervision

by specialists in the field of social work, educational psychology, counseling

and guidance, and teacher preparation, Besides this, the prospective teacher will

participate in his weekly human encounter group (M"I") in which members of each

group will share their community experiences with each other.

Following this learning experience in a community agency the prospective

teachers will tutor one student who is having difficulty a basic area such as

reading, writing, arithmetic, or listening. During their tutorial experiences

the prospective teacher will be aided by specialists as the situation demands. In

his weekly human encounter group (M"I") the leader will help the prospective teacher

identify his strengths and weaknesses while relating to youngsters. Most important,

the prospective teacher will be guided to look inward at the conflicting values,

attitudes: and perceptions he has with today's youth and how he may resolve these
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conflicts without destroying his relationship with youngsters.

Second Block of Learning Experience
(Human Encounter with Basic Teaching Skills)

There are three major learning experience modules in this block:

Analytical Study of Teaching, Structure of Knowledge, and a binding learning

experience module, Human Encounter in Accomplishing Group Tasks. The underlying

rationale for this block of experiences is to have the prospective teacher inte-

grate his analytical study of teaching and related structure of knowledge con-

cepts with his experience in an instructional group. This integration will revolve

around the learning experience module, Human Encounter in Accomplishing Group Tasks,

in which the prospective teacher will work with a small group of students. The

prospective teacher will be assigned seven to ten students of different abilities,

personalities, and attitudes. Prospective elementary teachers will be assigned to

a group of students from whatever grade level he desires, and similarly the pros-

pective secondary teacher will have the same opportunity to choose the grade level

he desires to work with. Each prospective teacher will meet with the assigned

group of youngsters for at least three half days a week. During these sessions

the prospective teacher will be given complete responsibility for teaching his

group of students. He will work in cooperation with his group of students in plan-

ning, implementing, and evaluating group tasks. The prospective teacher and his

group will be given complete autonomy to use the most imaginative ideas in order

that they may accomplish the tasks of the group. This experience with small groups

of students will also give the prospective teacher many opportunities to experiment

with the ideas and concepts discussed in the modules attached to Analytical Study

of Teaching and Structure of Knowledge. When problems arise in using some new

ideas or in relationships with students, they will be disucssed in the prospective

teacher's weekly human encounter session. (M"I")
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This human encounter experience with a small instructional group of

students should give the prospective teacher a new perspective on groups and

their social structures. He should become aware that the teacher has two main

functions in instructional groups: Maintaining the group as a group and pro-

viding experiences for the accomplishment of group goals. The prospective

teacher must be aware that he doesn't exist apart from an instructional group.

He is part of the instructional group with the responsibility of replenishing

the psychological climate while guiding the group to the accomplishment of spec-

ific goals.

The emphasis of this block of learning experiences will not be in the

mechanics of group work but on the prospective teacher's interpretation of him-

self in an instructional group. He needs to attach personal meaning to those

experiences if they are to be important for him as a facilitator of group learn-

ing.

Third Block of Learning Experience
(Human Encounter with Real Teaching)

In this block of learning experiences there are two major learning

experience modules: Human Encounter with the Experienced Teacher, and Human

Encounter with the Teacher's Role. The goal of this block of experiences is to

allow the prospective teacher to integrate what he knows, what he is, and what he

can do to improve his teaching and himself as a human being. The major learning

experience module in this third block of learning experiences is Human Encounter

with the Teacher's Role. An objeLtic of this module is to have the prospective

teacher become a partner or associate with an experienced teacher so that he or

she shares the responsibility for teaching a classroom of pupils. In this learn-

ing experience module, the prospective teacher's ideas will be as important as the

experienced teacher's in ail phases of planning, teaching, and evaluating classroom
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learning. In this role he will not be perceived as being a subordinate to a real

teacher and other teachers but as a partner sharing the responsibilities of teach-

ing with a fellow colleague in a classroom.

In order to achieve the objectives within this third block of learning

experiences, the experienced teacher and the associate teacher will be given an

opportunity to participate in a weekly human encounter group which is related to

the learning experience module, Human Encounter with the Experienced Teacher. This

experience should help both the experienced teacher and the associate teacher in

examining each ethers' feelings, attitudes, needs, and values. It will also give

them an opportunity to see themselves as persons with certain strengths and weak-

nesses. A common bond of trust should be created between the associate teacher

and the experienced teacher by such experience which may help eliminate the

"Student teacher concept". That is, student teaching is threatening to many stu-

dent teachers because they constantly fear the "Big Brother" (experienced teacher)

has his or her eyes on them. They know if they don't adhere to "Big Brother's" way

of teaching, they will be failed by "Big Brother".

Thus, if the prospective teacher is given a chance to "do his thing"

with his students without interference of the experienced teacher, we would

probably see a new partnership being formed in our schools among new and old

teachers and their student in discovering and building new educational environ-

ments.

Finally, in conjunction with these two learning experience modules as

outlined above, the prospective teacher will participate in his permanent human

encounter group (M"I") which will consist of seminars for discussion of problems

encountered by the prospective teaeler in his tea:hing and for examining alterna-

tives. Special methods supervisors and educational psychologists will be present

as needed in these sessions so t;;t many of the early modules of learning exper-

ience can be made more relevant.
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Conclusion

In our humanistic program for teacher education, we are attemptIrg to

develop a "Human Teacher" with such qualities as spontaneity, acceptance, creat-

ivity, and self-realization. Our program should give the prospective teacher an

opportunity to relate theory to practice and an opportunity for the prospective

teacher to search for greater personal understanding of himself and of the learn-

ing of children. This program should help prospective teachers to develop com-

passion for weaknesses in individuals and sensitivity to the needs of human beings.

The most important product of this program could be the development of a teacher

who is real to his feelings and who knows how to help children realize their

potential and become what they are to become. It is hopeful that this humanistic

aprroach to teacher education will produce teachers who will stop murdering

human potential in our schools.
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A PROPOSAL FOR AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

PROFESSIONAL PRESERVICE EDUCATION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a proposed model for

effecting the kinds of program improvements that current knowledge

about teacher education, the NCATE standards of 1970, and the times

themselves demand.

Assumptions: To undergird the development of the proposed

program, the following assumptions have been formulated:

1.0 The education and preparation of teachers demand the

active participation of all elements of the public school

system, the community, the students, the West Virginia

Department of Education, and the university.

2.0 Every episode of teacher education must include a practi-

cum that is directly related to the given tasks. The setting

for the teacher education experiences should begin to move

from the campus to the public school system, the community,

and the state at large.

3.0 Teacher education should be comprised of a series of

experience modules, both reguir0 aA optional. Teams

of professional personnel from the university and the

public schools, working within a variety of staffing

patterns should be utilized to direct the program

modules.
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In order to clarify and further develop the proposed program, an

attempt has been made to utilize a model that incorporates the total pro

fessional education of teachers. The model, shown below, includes the

learner, quest areas, teachir 1/learning ecology, and the profession.

LEARNER

(Samples)

Child Psychology
Disadvantagement
Learning Theories
Practicum

TEACHING/LEARNING
ECOLOGY

(See later model)

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

// Students \\
Community

QUEST AREAS

(Samples)

Change Models
Referral Services
Teaching Ma,,,rials
Practicum

--K.\ Public School >
University //
Partnership

PROFESSION

(Samples)

History of Education
Teacher Militancy
Public Relations
Federal Government
Practicum

The third quadrant of the model, teaching/learning ecology, has

been considered somewhat in depth by members to eventually include some

of the following modules and, of course, may be expanded or delimited as

further study dictates. One may also find that experiences have been

included which can be better implemented under one or more of the other

quadrants. Further study may result in considerable realignment.
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TEACHING/LEARNING ECOLOGY

MODULES FOR CONSIDERATION

1.0 Teaching/Learning Models
1.1 Structure and use of knowledge
1.2 Induction and deduction
1.3 Taxonomies of educational objectives
1.4 Models: Taba, Ausubel, Woodruff, Rogers, Skinner,

Ash4mi-Warner, Piaget, Bruner
1.5 Pupil Inquiry

2.0 Analysis of Teaching/Learning
2.1 Descriptive and prescriptive behavioral objectives
2.2 Verbal-nonverbal behavior
2.3 Teaching skills
2.4 Group and individual processes

3.0 Environmental Management
3.1 Learning centers
3.2 Software and hardware
3.3 Authority of space, time, objects
3.4 Technology and media
3.5 Arrangements of typical and atypical classroom matter
3.6 Utilizing the environments of the home, the community, ancl

urban/rural outdoor space and m tter

4.0 Evaluation
4.1 Behavioral changes
4.2 Pupil performance records
4.3 Standardized tests
4.4 Teacher-made tests
4.5 Individual diaries
4.6 Teacher observation
0 7 Self-evaluation
4.8 Grading

5.0 The Human Dimension in the Modern School
5.1 Acceptance of pupils by the teacher and system
5.2 Pupil-pupil relationships
5.3 Success factors
5.4 Coping with disruptive students
5.5 Teacher-pupil relationships
5.6 Competitive relationships
5.7 Eliminating pupil rejection

6.0 Interpersonal Relationships
6.1 Knowledge about self
6.2 Inductive colloquys
6.3 Individual affective and conative experiences
6.4 Relationships with peers, authority figures
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PROPOSED MODEL FOR REOUISITE AND OPTIONAL
EXPERIENCE MODULES IN TEACHER EDUCATION

OPTIONAL EXPERIENCES PECULIAR TO A GIVEN PROGRAM AREA

e.g.
(Elem)

Cattegno's
"Words

in

Color JI
OPTIONAL EXPERIENCES COMMON TO PROGRAM AREAS LISTED BELOW

\e.q. e.g. e.g.

Helping attend- Travel
a child ing a for
on a film o educa-
one-to- cultural tional
one event purpos:
basis

REQUISITE EXPERIENCES PECULIAR TO SPECIALIZED AREAS

\ e.g.
\ (Elem)

self-
con-
tained
class

COMMON REOUISITE EXPERIENCES FOR PROGRAM AREAS:
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, EARLYCHILDHOOD, SPECIAL

EDUCATION, ETC.

e.g.

verbal
non -

verbalverbal
behavio
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To accommodate the goals of the proposed model, first con-

sideration must be given to the identification and general acceptance

of the areas that all preservice teachers, whatever their speciali-

zation, must experience at some point of time in their program. These

experience areas would initially become the requisite core of the

program embracing the specialized areis previously mentioned. These

components would be dealt with in an exhaustive manner, based on

student competence, and individualized by one or more staff members

for all of the students from the several specialized areas. Once

these common areas are identified and accepted. their in-depth

development would become the task of given staff members who would be

free to incorporate the desired goals in keeping with their own

teaching styles and the particular needs of the students involved.

A second step in the development of the proposal would be to

identify experience areas that are specifically related to the

specialized areas. These components would become requisite experi-

ences only for those students as they move into their specializations.

The third and fourth steps in development would be to

identify components that would be offered to those students who

indicated a desire for them. Some of these components would be

suggested within the program but options would be left open for

students to initiate creative experiences that may not appear in the

original proposal.

Some of the following situations would evolve as the pro-

posal is developed and implemented:

1.0 Staff members would be differentiated, specialized in

certain components; would cross specialization lines;
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would work as teams; would, where possible, choose their

areas of interest.

1.1 All of the experience components would occur simultane-

ously with a related, significant, germane field

experience.

1.2 The program would be individualized through minimum and

maximum component objectives and through the optional

components.

1.3 The experience components may occur on campus or in the

public schools.

1.4 The experience components would be assigned a point value

in the form of a credit module. For example, alternative

teaching models might be worth a maximum of 100 credit

modules or a minimum of 80. Each student would accumu-

late credit modules for his successful performance in a

given experience. These would later be transferred to

semester hours. Perhaps 500 CM would equal three semester

hours. A block of credits would be awarded at the end

of each semester congruent with each student's per-

formance.

1.5 The program could be effected earlier because minute

component development could occur as the program proceeds

with each instructor charged with his task areas.

1.6 Each star member would be assigned a group of students- -

as small as possible--and would be respomible for

inductive type seminars and other personal contact in his

program area. This group would stay with the same
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instrictor for these purposes over the entire professional

sequence. Staff members with this responsibil;ty would

work with other staff members concerning the professional

needs of his group.

1.7 The program would deliberately accommodate the cognitive,

affective, conative, ;:.nd psychomotor areas cf learning in

each of the experience components as demanded by the given

component.
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To accommodate decisions on sequencing the practicum experi-

ences, the following model is suggester'. There are two basic

assumptions associated with this model:

1.0 Since teacher education demands a full partnership of

students, state department, public school and university

personnel, a consortium should be created as a policy

making body for this aspect of teacher education.

Direct Experience in
Professional Education

Teacher Education
Consortium

Students
State Department
Public Schmls
The University
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2.0 Induction into the profession should be considered a part of

the preparation of a teacher. Induction experiences should

be planned and executed by the teacher education consortium.
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We are living in a time of great promise in teacher education, but we

are also living in a time of great concern. National Organizations are

sponsoring the formulations of model programs for the preparation of teachers,

models which are the product of knowledgeable, dedicated men. These models

hold the promise of leading us from the wilderness of an era of ineffectiveness

and impotence in teacher preparation. The models vividly portray ew roles for

college teachers, new roles for the public schools and culminate in creation of

more competent public school teachers for the schools of the future. Some of

those models can, if they are fully implemented, move teaching to the status of

a truly great profession, a profession in which membership is an honor and a

prize worth considerable sacrifice and a profession which demands high intell-

ectual endeavor.

Despite the promise of improvement inherent in the models for teacher pre-

paration, it is obvious that the country does not have enough institutions of

higher education which can move forward, to adopt the best aspects of these models

and change their present programs in 14..ne with the recouuuendations. This does

not mean colleges are staffed by incompetent people. The facts of life on the

college campus are known to deal and presidents as well as faculty members.

College faculties, as they are presently constituted, are simply not able to

make the kind of rapid. radical changes necessary .o make teacher preparation

more effective. Nicholas Masters, in a speech in Chicago a year ago at the

annual conference of the Association of Teacher Educators put it very provocative-

ly.

My point is this: in terms of the formulation of educational policy
at the higher education level today there exists, not a specific group of
individuals, but a body of doctrines and guidelines, almost taking on the
character of major precedents, which are enforced by little groups called
committees and councils which have adopted elaborate procedures and prac-
tices not equaled even by the due process requirements in our criminal
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courts. The internal procedure and process are so thoroughly democratic
as to enhance the capacity of any group, however small, to veto any change
in academic policy. These committees and councils are found in every
nook and corner of the academic system and they are generally composed of
elected members, but the members are elected by constituents to whom they
are not especially responsible. The members are given equal votes and
authority, but nowhere has the system made them specifically and individ-
ually accountable for their actions.1

If colleges are not willing to accept responsibility for results who then

can hold them responsible? It is entirely possible that a state can strengthen

the present system of state department of education control and assign tc that

agency greater authority to foster change in teacher preparation programs. In

the sense that the state department is an agency of the legislature it may be

that it is the agency which most accurately reflects the will of the people and

should therefore truly begin to hold the colleges responsible.

But in this paper the position is taken that the rightful agency to hold the

colleges accountable is not the state department, for there is a strong likeli-

hood that Dr. Conant was correct when he observed that there is too close a tie

historically between the colleges and the state departments for one to truly

hold the other accountable for the quality of the other's performance.
2

A second agency (defined in its broadest sense) which is beginning to hold

colleges accountable is the public. It is not necessary to recount the story.

It is necessary only to open the daily papers to the "letters to the editor" pages

and see the growing dissatisfaction with our public schools. Confidence is waning

almost entirely as a result of the lack of effectiveness of too many people who have

1
Nicholas A. Masters, "Politics and Power Related to Educating Teachers,"

address delivered at the Annual Conference of the Association of Teacher Educa-
tors, Chicago, 1970.

1963.

2
James B. Conant, The Education of American Teachers, New York: McGraw Hill,
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been licensed to teach. There is no better evidence of the inability of our

colleges to insure a minimum performance standard for all teachers than grow-

ing number of parents and patrons who no longer revere our schools. But the

public is not a responsible agency. There exist far too many separate pressure

groups and special interest groups to ever mobilize an effective force for

governance of teacher preparation.

Accrediting agencies are a force in our society and, in many respects,

serve worthwhile purposes. But they suffer the same shortcomings of state

departments. Their membership is composed of the colleges they serve and their

personnel include people who transfer freely back and forth from the colleges to

the accrediting agencies. They ask in their standards that colleges show evidence
3

that they have evaluted their former students on their performance. But they

do not do this for the colleges and the story of the lack of colleges'ability

to hold itself accountable has already been told.

Let us turn to the agency which is being suggested as a legitimate author-

ity to hold the colleges accountable for the quality of performance and the

teachers who enter the classrooms of our state, the education professions. A

careful examination of the alternatives leads one to the conclusion that there

is no other single agency with, (1) so much at stake, and (2) so much to gain by

moving into a full legitimate role in guaranteeing a quality program.
4

One can define the education professions as Myroh Lieberman has done.

Among other characteristics of a profe3sion, Lieberman includes:

3National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, Standards for the
Accreditation of Teacher Preparation Programs. Washington, D.C.: The Council,
1970

4Myron Lieberman, Education 'is a Profession, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall,
Inc., 1956
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1. A broad range of autonomy for both the individual practitioners and for
the occupational group as a whole.

2. An acceptance by the practitioners of broad personal responsibility for
judgments made and acts performed within the scope of professional auton-
omy.

3. A comprehensive self-governing organization of practitioners.5

The professions have the capability of making a unique contribution to the

area of teacher preparation. Roy Edelfelt puts it this way:

The professional association has an important role to play as an
autonomous and independent - yet responsible - group that can check and
balance the educational, political, and social responsibilities of in-
stitqtions of education. This watchdog role becomes increasingly im-
portant as school-college relationships in teacher education become more
complex and interrelated. For example, the quality of a college program
is influenced by various approaches to program approval or accreditation;
professional associations can play an important role in determining
standards and procedures.

Dr. Edelfelt continues:

Professional associations also play an important role in establish-
ing and maintaining requirements for licensure or certification of
teachers. Such requirements influence the nature and scope of both pre-
service and in-service teacher education programs.6

Legitimate is defined as the authoritative right of one agency to have

jurisdiction over another agency. As an association of fellow educators, the

professions are jointly concerned about preparing teachers who can make a differ-

ence in the lives of boys and girls in schools. But the professions have yet

to be given any real legitimacy in the area of teacher preparation. It is

5
Ibid., pp. 3-4.

6
Roy Edelfelt, "The Role of Professional Organizations in Partnerships in

Teacher Education, "Partnership in Teacher Education, Washington, D.C. The
Association for Student Teaching and the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, 1968, 1. 118.
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recommended that they not only be taken into partnership, but they actually

move in the direction of holding the teacher preparation institutions account-

able for the quality of their product. By definition then this means that

before a person will be licensed to teach, he will have to gather evidence that

this person can make a difference in the lives of boys and girls in schools. If

he ,nan't, he d.esn't get a license, no matter what the college reports about the

grades and credits he hao earned and no matter what the public schools say about

his experiences in student teaching. If that kind of responsibility is delegated

to the professions it will mean asking them to assume a responsibility which other

professions, such as law, medicine, architecture, have assumed for years, but

which teaching has, as yet, failed to assume. But most persons would agree that

public schools are every bit as important to the future of our nation as public

hospitals, public buildings or public jails.

What is lacking is a vehicle for getting the professions involved in a legiti-

mate way. In the past professional involvement has taken non-legitimate and

quasi-legitimate forms and these should be continued and strengthened. The state

associations need to have a voice on the college campus through the Student

Education Association. The professions are a strong and vibrant voice in the halls

of the legislatc.res and they need to work together to see to it that meaningful

legislation is enacted in the area of teacher preparation, especially as it is

concerned with finances.

The heart of the matter is that no vehicle exists to project the professions

into a functional authoritative role in preparation of teachers. The model

presented is designed to do just that, to move the professions into the role of

final authority over who becomes a teacher and who does not. In essence it is a

model which permits the colleges to design the type:, of programs which they believe
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will be effective. The colleges will be free to experiment as they see fit.

They will be free to launch new programs as staff and talent permits. But the

question of who will hold them accountable will be resolved in this model, by

moving the final question of licensure away from the college campus and into

the hands of the professions. Thus the professions, working with the State

Department of Education, will become the arbiters of who is to teach and who

is not. Again effectiveness is the ability to make a difference in the lives

of boys and girls.

The Candidate's Capstone Experience

As the student is completing his program of teacher preparation a principal

of joint responsibility between colleges, public schools, and the professions

must prevail. To quote the recent publication of the Association of Teacher

Educators:

Valid programs of clinical experiences, particularly the practicum
phase, rest upon the principle of joint responsibility and accountability.
The structure and procedures for making decisions affecting these programs
must reflect a recognition of both special competence and shared authority.
This requires that independent institutions, organizations, and agencies
with different traditions, functions, and basic purposes collaborate in
working partnerships. The organization, operation, and administration of
effective partnerships directly influence the form, quality, and durability
of the program of clinical experiences.?

At the final stage, after the student has completed everything which the

college requires in its program, the candidate for licensure will apply for his

Candidacy Experience. Logistically might apply to one of the several Teacher

Education Centers located in the state. As a candidate he is an independent

agent who possesses credentials.from one of the colleges wile is in the business

of preparing teachers.

7The Association of Teacher Educators, A Guide to Professional Excellence
in Clinical Experiences in Teacher Education, Washington, D.C. The Association,
1970, p. 28.
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(It might logically include colleges outside the state as well as public and

private colleges in the state). His credentials should show the type of courses

completed and/or experiences completed. As a minimum, he would have to have his

application endorsed by the appropriate authority on the college campus that he

has satisfied all basic requirements of an approved program.

The Candidacy Experience would be conducted totally in a public school, by

professional teachers, under the authority of the professions. Since we have

defined competence as the ability to make a difference in the lives of boys and

girls, it will necessitate having the candidate teach for a period of time. He

should do this on his own. He will have at his disposal all of the normal re-

sources of the school in the form of materials and supportive personnel, but he

would not work under the immediate guidance and supervision of a teacher.

A Pao-week capstone experience in a school is postulated with a group of boys

anal- girls who have b,:en assigned to the candidate for some or all of their learn-

ing experience by the principal of the school. The candidate would be expected

to draft learning objectives in appropriate form, produce several appropriate

alternate routes for his students to take in reaching those objectives and involve

the students in interactive planning in selecting appropriate routes or suggesting

possible alternative routes. He would be asked to prepare an instrument, or employ

one already prepared, to gather data about the entry level of performance of the

students. He would then be expected to show evidence that a difference had been

achieved. He might be asked to present audio-or video-tape of his performance to

demonstrate that he possesses the requisite interactive skills. He might be

expected to show that students are at least as favorably disposed toward the sub-

ject(s) being studied after he finished as before he began.

The Candidacy Experience should take place in a school which is designed to

permit such things to happen. Typically such a school will be one with personnel
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staffing patterns which are open and flexible. The student population should not

necessarily conform to any narrow portion of the social spectrum. The type of

school to which we refer is one which is just now beginning to emerge on the

horizon.

When the candidate has completed his Candidacy Experience he will request that

the staff of the school endorse his work as being acceptable professional perform-

ance. Logistically, three teachers, selected because of their competence and

professional interest in teacher preparation, would be identified in advance, by

the Teacher Education Center director, to be officially responsible for e\dluating

the candidate's performance. Ideally the three would not be drawn from the same

field and/or grade level but would be competent to judge whether there was a differ-

ence made and that no undersirable side effect occurred. If these three teachers

endorsed the candidates application for licensure it would be prima facie evidence

of endorsement by the professional faculty of the ,school and the profession as a

whole,

Potential Benefits

In conclusion, one can speculate concerning the possible benefits the profess-

ions and the colleges might derive from such as program.

1. As a model for the profession the Candidacy Experience might be a way that

the professions can admit candidates to a number of different levels. For example,

we have talked for years about developing positions such as "career teacher" or

"master teacher" within new and more imaginative staffing patterns. The Candidacy

Experience, replicated at higher levels might prove to be an appropriate vehicle

for getting the job done.

2. It might serve as a way to enhance and amplify the voice of the professions

in the decision making process. The professional voice is getting louder in many

areas; salaries, teacher load, rights and so forth. Teachers will become more vocal

A



in matters pertaining to teacher preparation. Several states have already begun

to talk about and act upon negotiations in aspects pertaining to the laboratory

phase of teacher preparation. There is a legitimate role pertaining to admission

to the profession. Now the colleges play it in partnership with the state depart-

ment, but it is thr colleges that prepare teachers. Is it consistent that they

should both prepare and pass upon the competencr of their trainees? Let the

professions have this legitimate role.

3. We have before us an opportunity to build a real profession, one with the

power to exercise real influence in the selection of qualified candidates. Don

Davies, U.S. Office of Education, has said,

"We shold plan and put into operation sound programs of evaluation of
competence of teachers g lay school boards or state legislatures impose
plans of their own on us.

4. In this era of pressure to improve, to experiment, to innovate., colleges

might welcome an agency such as the professions to help thew guarantee that only

the qualified and competent will enter thv teaching professions. Preoccupied with

new programs, college officials become absorbed in study of new programs. The

chance of the person getting through who is intellectually sterile, but who accomo-

dates to the system, as so often happened in the past, should be greatly reduced.

5. Finally, in this era of clamor for power, the only legitimate power which

an agency ought to possess is the power which they can handle with skill. The

professions sorely need to exercise such power if they are to truly emerge as the

social agency for educating young people. Structuring our schools in such a fashion

as to permit this assumption of legitimate power may help them grow more rapidly

than any other single realignment presently on the drawing board.

One final word. It is sometimes useful to remember that the train lost its

first Idce to the horse.

8
Don Davies, "An Era of Opportunity, " Remaking the World of the Career

Teacher, Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Teacher Education and Profess-
ional Standards, 1966, p. 204.
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A MODEL FOR A

MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION CENTER

A center model of teacher education is proposed which may be

applicable either in a state-wide plan or in heavily populated school

districts where several institutions of higher learning compete for

the placement of students of teaching.

The term, "Center", as used in this model, is a concept rather than a

physical plant. It facilitates a cooperative teacher education program

which includes both preservice and continuous inservice programs for

students of teaching as well as clinical teachers. Maximum cooperation

is achieved as state departments of education, school/county districts,

professions, communities, and multi-institutions strive to foster

innovation and creativity in education and to improve teacher education.

The governing body of the Center operates in a quasi-independent

capacity, having representatives from each participating agent as voting,

decision-making members. The program is jointly financed by the public

schools and colleges. Physical and human resources of all participating

agents collaborate to provide a common vehicle for implementing an

educational program relevant to tomorrow's needs today.

The primary aim of education is to help each child be an effective

human being, developing and unfolding his human potential. This philosophy

directs the entire educational system to link all resources of teaching and

teacher education to accomplish this goal.
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HOW CAN WE BEST ACHIEVE THIS GOAL IN A TEACHER EDUCATION MODEL?

1.0 Through strong state department of education 'leadership and
direction, giving support to cooperative contracts with public
schools and colleges collaborating in a "Center" approach to
improve teacher education.

1.1 Establish state standards and guidelines for teacher education
including cooperative centers. These guidelines should allow
for a differentiated certification for supervising clinical
teachers at various levels. This would be attainable by
acac .alic training as well as by performance-based standards.

1.2 Encourage innovative and creative teacher education programs.

1.3 Link all facets of teacher education (special education, early
childhood, vocational education, etc).

1.4 Assume a leadership role in linking all agencies, federally
funded as well as state and local projects, into a network
to share consultants, protocol materials, programs, ideas,
and media.

2.0 Through cooperative arrangements and commitments of public schools
as equal partners in teacher education.

2.1 Emphasize a field-centered program at the grass roots level.

2.2 Plan, design, and implement experience modules for students of
teaching on site by school-based teacher educators, university
representatives, and student representatives.

2.3 Identify supportive, open, flexible schools as "Learning Laboratory
Centers" for continuous progress of students, students of teaching,
aides, and teachers of teachers.

2.4 Focus on a teaming pattern of teaching in the Learning Laboratory
Centers, emphasizing differentiated staffing and flexibility
where everyone is a learner.

3.0 Through colleges and universities re-examining teacher education
programs and identifying new roles and responsibilities in the
Center concept.

While the schools cannot be transformed unless colleges
and universities turn out a new breed of teacher education
to think about purpose, the universities will be unable
to do this unless they, working with the schools, create
classrooms that afford their students live models of what
teaching can and should be. At the moment, painfully few
schools of education are trying to create them.1

1Silberman, Charles E., Crisis in the Classroom. New York: Random

House, 1970. p. 473
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3.1 Act as a consultant and counselor in the Learning Laboratory
Centers.

3.2 Change focus from supervisor to provider of inservice and
continuous education programs at the public school level
as well as the college level.

4.0 Through linkages with the professions, the community, regional
laboratories, Teacher Corps, Triple T, Job Corps, Career
Opportunities Programs, experimental schools, states and nations.

4.1 Utilize resource people from all agents and from the community
in planning a cooperative center and as the program is implemented,
use them as consultants in inservice programs.

4.2 Have a variety of optional experience modules at different
grade levels, in different school districts, and with other
cultures giving the student of teaching a broader basis of
understanding of himself and those he teaches.

5.0 Through retraining and inservicing teachers and total staff to
improve competencies in teaching and to work in new roles and
new staffing patterns.

5.1 Encourage continuous staff development and renewing programs.

5.2 Utilize facilities of colleges and community in inservice, but
let the total staff of the school identify areas of need and
develop programs and materials for inservice.

5.3 Provide a resource center in each Learning Laboratory School
where self instructional materials are housed, media equipment
and library facilities are made available, where research may
be conducted, and training materials may be developed.

5.4 Institutionalize flexibility in the use of time and the use of
staff. Provide released planning time during the school day.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF A

MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION CENTER (MITEC)

The following is a hypothetical, but realistic description of how a

consortium may emerge. For information about a Multi-Institutional Center

in action, you may contact the author.

A geographical area has been identified. All colleges and universities

have been contacted to send a representative to an organizational meeting to

explore a "Cooperative Center for Teacher Education". The Director of Teacher

Preparation at the State Department of Education has called the meeting.
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Counties and/or school districts have been contacted to send three represent-

atives. The heat is on!

Several organizational meetings follow; the community, the professional

organizations, teachers and student teachers are brought in to help develop

policy and guidelines by which MITEC will function. The school district

agrees teacher education should be a cooperative effort, and they propose a

contract saying they will commit staff, school facilities, and some financing

to the program. In return the colleges make a commitment to cooperate with

one another to share ideas and materials with other colleges and with the

school district, to offer inservice training at the building site for teachers

and students of teaching in schools which will be identified as "Learning

Laboratory Centers", and to develop a cooperative supervisory and seminar

program (eliminating roadrunners and concentrating on inservicing).

An advisory committee is formed which will be the governing body of this

Multi-Institutional Teacher Education Consortium. The committee will meet

once a month to evaluate progress, explore new ways of cooperating, to set

future priorities and direction, to improve the competence of teachers and

students of teaching, and to explore creative ways of providing better education

opportunities for all children.

A Center Coordinator is selected by the advisory committee and is jointly

hired by the colleges and public schools. The success of the cooperative

program is dependent on the ability of the coordinator to be a multi-faceted

individual. This person is one who can cultivate people from all areas of the

community, the schools, and the colleges to pool their talents in creating

teaching and learning situations which will challenge every child and every

potential teacher to develop his full potential.
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Specific duties of the coordinator include: (1) placing students of

teaching from all cooperating institutions (eliminating competition and

emphasizing the selection of outstanding schools as centers); (2) designing

cooperative inservice programs for students of teaching and banding staff

utilizing human and physical facilities of colleges, schools, state department

and community; (3) arranging and encouraging inter- and intra-school observation

and participation, and optional modules of experience in other school districts

and other states; (4) linking all community and regional projects to the teacher

education program; and (5) disseminating to all Learning Laboratory Schools

training and protocol materials developed through the Center as well as

nationally purchased materials.

As the cooperative Center grows and expands, it may be necessary to hire

a Special Projects Coordinator who could arrange exchange programs with other

school districts, other states, and other nations; who could expand linkages

within the state to include PACE Title III Projects, regional laboratories,

a variety of community experience modules and systems and research modules.

Another expansion as MITEC grows may be to hire an Inservice Center

Coordinator who would work cooperatively with the school district Inservice

Coordinator, the colleges and universities, and the advisory committee to

plan a variety of seminar workshops for students of teaching as well as

teachers. He would bring national consultants to work in specifically

identified need areas and would pool talents and resources of the state,

the community, and the colleges to develop "on site" building programs

where teachers would receive inservice credit as well as graduate credit.
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AUTONOMY AND PARITY

Each college and university participating in the cooperative Multi-

Institutional Teacher Education Center would be encouraged to maintain and

develop its unique autonomy and to create its own innovative programs within

the Center structure. Each school identified as a Learning Laboratory Center

would also be encouraged to develop its own philosophy, goals, and objectives

to include students of teaching, community volunteers, aides, children, teachers,

parents, and colleges. Each laboratory center would have a clinical professor,

jointly hired, who is responsible to the school system as a teacher or team

leader half time and is employed the other half by the colleges. He coordinates

the teacher education program in that particular school, counsels with students

of teaching and clinical teachers, and conducts seminars and inservice programs

for students of teaching and the entire staff.

Some of the common threads of the cooperative Center are that each

college and university agree to have students of teaching take part in the

orientation week at the beginning of school, regardless of their school

calendar. This experience would provide orientation to the school district,

to the Learning Laboratory Schools, and to the Multi-Institutional Teacher

Education Center. The advisory committee would work cooperatively to develop

common evaluation forms for students of teaching progress. These would be

developed objectively and on a competence-based performance (preferably at the

state level). The committee would also agree on recognition and honoraria

for clinical teachers. (All colleges agree, thus eliminating competition and

discord.) The role of the colleges in a cooperative Center shifts from

supervising students to that of consultant, counselor, and provider of

inservice programs at Learning Laboratory Centers.
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LEARNING LABORATORY CENTERS

Learning Laboratory Centers are schools cooperatively selected

by the coordinator and advisory committee as sites for clinical experiences

for students of teaching. There would be a variety of learning centers within

MITEC including: open space, rural, special education, career and technical,

inner city, community, and store front schools. Each learning center would

have a clinical professor and would develop flexible differentiated staffing

patterns to include community aides and volunteers, students of teaching at

all levels, cross-age tutors, team leader's, specialists, and systems and

research analysts. The clinical professors and instructional leaders

(principals) would have seminars with the advisory committee to share programs

and ideas, exchange materials, and to set up a central computerized system of

dissemination of materials and programs for children as well as instructional

modules for students of teaching.

Entry into Teaching. The student of teaching would attend MITEC for

varying modules of time each academic year. For example, a college sophomore

may spend one half day a semester at a learning laboratory for his entry into

teaching. Ile would receive nine hours college credit in Introduction to

Teaching, Educational Psychology, and Human Growth and Development. He would

be able to schedule academic courses on campus for the other half day. He

would spend eight weeks at an elementary learning laboratory and eight weeks

at a secondary one, thus giving him the opportunity to work with and learn

about children at all developmental stages. The college would have a bus for

transportation to and from campus. College -based teacher educators would act

as consultants in this program and would work with the clinical professor in

advising and prescribing theory and experience modules in both the school and
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community for sophomores (college-based aides). There would be graduated,

sequential basic modules of experience ranging from observation, each-one-

teach-one, individual tutoring, to optional experience modules including

creative planning and development of materials, and special interest

modules. See Illustration No. I for process of performance.

At the completion of the college-based aide's experience, he would know,

through experience, the level of teaching he preferred, the specialized area

he may wish to pursue, and if he really should continue in teacher education

or should explore other avenues in the world of work.

Progression in Teaching. The flexibility and individualization of

programs at learning laboratories would permit colleges to design three year

undergraduate curriculums for students of teaching who could successfully

complete the competence-based modules. It is also anticipated that some students

may need more than four years. The teacher education program for college

juniors and seniors (assistant teachers) in learning laboratories will be

designed around three basic experience areas: psychological, social, and

cultural aspects of (1) self, (2) school, and (3) community.

The laboratory program would be flexible and would have an associate team

to provide guidance and continuous feedback to the assistant teacher on his

progress and performance. Individual experience modules would be prescribed and

designed to meet each assistant teacher's need. Self-actualization modules

would be cooperatively developed by the teaching-learning teams in the

laboratory as well as by the individual assistant teachers. A community

coordinator, part of the associate team, would work with all community agents

in planning multiple experience modules for assistant teachers; some paid

and some voluntary.
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In addition, the assistant teacher could elect, after completing

competence at a given level of performance, to have a choice of optional

experiences in a variety of settings and locales. These modules might include:

teaching in the Job Corps; in an Indian school; in the ghetto; in adult education

programs; in another state; an international exchange; or teaching in a choice

of three special summer camps for disadvantaged, handicapped, and creative

children.

Continuous Education. Learning laboratories facilitate the talents

and resources of the entire body of the multi-institutional consortium,

They can open the doors for continuous educational programs cooperatively

developed by the colleges and public schools. They may even allow

individuals or groups of students of teaching to write their own programs.

For example: (1) design programs for specialists as are needed in differentiated

staffing; (2) design programs in response to "acceleration of change" and

relevance; and (3) design programs for cultural specialists, inner city,

Appalachia, exceptional children, and early childhood. The laboratories

provide professional development for all, inservice for pre and beginning

teachers, and enrichment programs for perennial teachers.

The learning laboratories draw from all participating agents of MITEC:

the community, the schools, the colleges, the professions, and the State

Department of Education to give the best we have and the best we can to help

every boy and girl, student of teaching, teacher, and teacher of teachers to

be a self-fulfilling individual with a love for learning and a love for his

fellow man.
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